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The sophomore season of "Van Helsing" has just arrived and it is already shaping up to 
be an exciting one. Titled "Begin Again," the premiere episode followed Vanessa (Kelly 
Overton) and Mohamad (Trezzo Mahoro) as they searched for Dylan (Hannah Cheramy). 
In the upcoming episode, Vanessa will fight to get her daughter out, as Dmitri (Paul 
Johansson) and Anastasia (Gia Crovatin) try to stop her. 

The synopsis for "Van Helsing" season 2, episode 2 reads, "Vanessa fights to get her 
daughter out of the citadel. Dmitri and Anastasia hatch a plot to stop Vanessa. Mohamad 
risks his life to save Vanessa and Dylan." 

In the previous episode, Dmitri's citadel crumbled around Vanessa and Mohamad while 
they looked for Dylan. Elsewhere, Flesh (Vincent Gale) found an unexpected ally in one 
of the Resistance Fighters while Taka (Ryan Robbins) had a clash with the Vampire 
Elite. 



Following the events in the premiere episode, spoilers for episode 2 reveal that Mohamad 
will go the extra mile to save Vanessa once she finally reunites with Dylan. It remains to 
be seen just how far Mohamad will go, but the synopsis hints that something unfavorable 
is going to happen. 

Before season 2 premiered, "Van Helsing" showrunner Neil LaBute teased that season 2 
would be a wild ride. According to him, a wonderful yet terrifying road lay ahead for 
Vanessa, as well as her allies and enemies. 

"I think this is a world and a story that can be sustained for many years and I am inspired 
to do so thanks to Syfy's obvious trust and commitment in the storytellers, cast and crew. 
The team is ready to get back on the road to Denver and to spill a lot of blood along the 
way," he said. 

The new season has also added fresh faces to its cast, including Andrea Ware, who also 
starred in CW's "iZombie" and "The Haunting Hour." In a recent interview, she revealed 
that in the new season, she would play a resistance fighter who will be ready to risk her 
life fighting for humanity. 

"Van Helsing" season 2 episode 2 airs on Thursday, Oct. 12, 9 p.m. EDT on Syfy. 

	


